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EUSIDIC Conference 1981

Opening address by Prof. Dr. Uw TYocZz.rtrzw.s-er,

Director of the Federal Office for Education and Science

For« 73.—75. OAtoAer 7937 Zzzzt zVz Pzrrz zZz'e £zz.rz<7zc Tzz<7zz«<7 j£zz£/<7e-

/zzrzrZezz. 7« rezVzer Fro'//«zz?z<7.swz.S'/>?-<zc7ze Zzzzt TTFrr Pro/. PZoc/zrfnmw z/ze

Gästf azw z/ezra //zz.rZ<zra<7 Z>e^rzz/?£ zzn<7 ««/ <7z> ?«anrzzV/a/F(7ea ProAZeme ZzzVz-

4zewzwew, <7ze zzz <7er iSc/zwzezz zaz Zajar«77zea/zaa^ wzz£ <7w fec/znwc/z^a /Fez-
ferezz/wzzcAZzzzz^ zZer eZeA/z-ozzzhc/zezz 775 ertra^zz razz ^ora /?z/ormzz£zo?ze?z zzzz/£re-

£ezz. For aZZeaz zzn^w/irocZzezz zzzzzrzZezz zZze rzwzrZze fec/zawc/ze PntozzrAZzzrazy, zZze

/ozZeraZzj/zVcZze 8/rzzAtzzr zzzzzZ zZze f/zzr£e z/Z>/z<2?zz7z^£ez7 <7<?r iScZzMzez'z rzora //zzr-
ZaazZ. iSWFftaer.s'FizzzZZzc/z ierz'ZZzrea zZzwe ProAZtfmArrâe aac/z zZz'e PzAZzof/ze-
Trezz., z/ze jz'r/z z7ezz Pzzz/Zzzwezz zZer aa?oazajfzVr/zea Da/eazzZzerfra^zza^r zzzcZz£ ezz£-

zze/zfa jfo'aaea. Prz'z'/zer ozZw .r/zzYw wz'rzZ z/zzj Panzer aZj GezZzzcZzizzzr/z/Z/e

zZzzrc/z eZe^froazrc/ze MezZz'ezz tez'Zizzme ewefzt wzwzZfzz.

Z)zz 73 aa 75 ozr/oZ>re 7987 a ezz Zz'ezz à Pzrzze Ze cozz<7rw z77Ezz.fZz7zc. Daaj
joa zZzrcoarj zzzzzzz^zzz-zzZ, Ze /ro/zsrezzr /Yoc/z.f£rzz.r.yer a jaZaé Zw Zzô£w é/raa^erj
ef zzrtzré Zhz££ezz£zozz .rzzr Zw zZz'//érea£j /roAZèazw çzze />orea£ à Za Szzz'w? Ze <77-

r'eZo^>^>eaz«a£ /w/zzzz^zze cozzfz'zzzz <7w azoyfa^ z7e £raarazz'wzoa éZec/roazgae <7w

z'a/orraa£zoaj'. 7Z jozzZ/<7aa ^ar£oa£ Ze ra/>zzZe <77rzeZo/>/>eazea£ tec/zzzzçzze, Za

.r£rzzcfzzre /7<77raZzr£é' zZe Za Szzzwe e£ ao/re /orf? <77/>ea<7aace zZe Z'é/raa^zer. Cm
/roAZèazw £ozzcZte«£ wizzZezzzzzzezzt zzzzwz Zw Z>zZ>Zz'ofZzè#zzw rzz/ww çzzz ae />?zz-

wea£ ,T£ .rozz.s-£rzzzVe zzzzx e//e£.f z7e Zhzzz/omzzArzztzozz. Tôt ozz £ar<7 Zw mézZzaj

éZer/roaz'çaw reaz/Zaceroa£ ^ar£z'eZZeazea£ Ze /za/zVr r/zZzzz't aa rôZe <7hr/>/ozzz/.

It is an honour and a pleasure for me to open the Eusidic Conference
1981 and to welcome you here in Switzerland on behalf of the Swiss Go-
vernment. The general topic of your meeting is the online universe. The bad
weather which is greeting you in our capital makes it however obvious that
the Swiss organizers are not yet interconnected with those powers who are
responsible for the local climate. I am convinced that otherwise they would
have ordered sunshine at least part of the time so that some of the beauties
of our country could be presented to you in their best light. The present
meteorological situation should however make it easier for you to attend the
sessions. I still hope that you will get some opportunities to enjoy your stay
in Switzerland also outside the meeting room and to get acquainted with
this region not only on a professional level. Although professional informa-
tion represents your business, I assume that you come here also to cultivate
personal relationships and to get to know better your host country. I am con-
vinced that the Swiss organizer, Radio Suisse AG, is doing its best to make
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your days in Berne not only interesting but also pleasant on the personal side.
In spite of the problem with the uncooperative weather you are coming

to Berne at a very appropriate time. Fairly recently Radio Suisse AG has

started a new enterprise. Date Ster, thus assuring a Swiss entry in the
upcoming important business of information dissemination. Furthermore
some time ago our national PTT administration signed the necessary con-
tract with the European Economic Community to become part of Faronef.
In view of the key role information is already playing on the verge of our
postindustrial society, these two developments represent important steps in
obtaining and maintaining access to the ever increasing flood of scientific
and technical data. As a small country with a population of only six million,
Switzerland cannot master the information explosion on its own although
it is highly industrialized and possesses up-to-date educational and research
institutions. Therefore there exists a general agreement that the Swiss acti-
vities in the field of information processing and handling should be delibe-
rately oriented towards an integration in pertinent international efforts. As
Article 2 of the Constitution of your «European Association of Information
Services» states that the o/ EwjzVfz'c are «to promote the unimpeded
and efficient flow of information in machine readable form both within
Europe and between Europe and the rest of the world», the Swiss govern-
ment follows the efforts of Eusidic with much sympathy. We are happy that
quite a number of Swiss institutions offering information services have

joined your association and are thus actively participating in the technical
sessions.

For Switzerland the rapidly increasing flow of data not only produces
problems because it is a small country but also because of its federalistic
structure and its well proven tradition of individualism. In our country we
have a well developed private industry proud of its independence and rely-
ing on the principle of private initiative. Education is considered as an im-
portant domain of each of the 26 cantons forming our state. Only in some
fields like professional training and education in the engineering, medical and
natural sciences the federal government has major responsibilities. In addi-
tion most of the public money for research comes from the Confederation. In
accordance with this setup there does not exist a strongly centralized line of
command. Cooperation and coordination are the keywords explaining how
public institutions and private enterprises solve their problems.

This situation also explains why Switzerland does not possess a centra-
lized establishment for information services. But a number of institutions
of a private or public nature have developed information services. This
allows to experiment more easily with new developments but it is also
threatened by a too wide dispersion of the very limited means available in
this country. Although there do not exist exact figures we have the impres-
sion that the Swiss industry, at least the larger companies, and academic
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research institutions have been able to keep pace with the impressive advan-
ces of information technology. In comparison with other European countries
Switzerland has already become a good customer of data banks offered in
Europe and overseas.

For obvious reasons no major data bases have been developed in our coun-
try. The practically complete dependence on international data bases offers
at the same time advantages and poses problems. As long as all important
countries adopt a policy of free access to their data banks, the Swiss custo-
mers can shop around for the best and cheapest information services. But
there also exists the difficulty that the information which is produced in
this country becomes adequately indexed and abstracted. This represents
not only (or even to a lesser extent) a problem to our scientific community
but also a threat to our national and cultural identity. If only foreign insti-
tutions with collaborators, who often are not familiar with our local con-
ditions and our historical traditions, process the Swiss production of infor-
mation it is to be expected that the results contain a higher number of
mistakes and misinterpretations than if this work had been done by Swiss
specialists. Up to now this problem has not yet become very important since
the data bases in the social and economic sciences have not been developed
as much as those in the engineering, medical and natural sciences. But
already at present we hear some complaints that our scientific and cultural
contributions are not sufficiently represented in the data bases available.

I must admit that we have not yet any plan how to improve this situation.
Since there are quite a number of smaller countries in Europe faced with
similar difficulties, it might be worthwhile to discuss a common approach
for solving this problem. Of course the easiest way out would be that every
producer of information would also assume the responsability to prepare the

necessary index and abstracts for an easy access to his work. This would
however require a discipline and a training which simply do not exist at pre-
sent and which even in the coming generation of scientists and engineers may
not be obtained on a sufficiently wide basis. Therefore it is perhaps more
realistic if, using the present methods for processing information, collabo-
ration between international data banks and appropriate national institu-
tions is established for this purpose. Thanks to the tremendous advances of
electronics since World War II we now have a very powerful and inexpen-
sive tool — the computer — at our disposal for doing at least part of the

necessary routine work.
A lot of ingenious thinking has already gone into programming the com-

pu ter for a variety of tasks in information processing and transfer. Yet there
is a lot of room for further developments and improvements. Those who are
responsible for financing such efforts together with the future users admire,
although with somewhat mixed feelings, the wealth of ideas which are pro-
duced in this field because innovations may prove to be expensive and cum-
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bersome to introduce. The developers of new automated methods in infor-
mation processing should always keep in mind that often cowz/zz/z'èz/z/y with
already existing methods may be a more valuable asset than a higher degree
of sophistication in information handling which does not always allow the
exchange of information with data bases using another method. An interna-
tional association like yours can do much in order to establish and maintain
a reasonable degree of compatibility between the different systems of in-
formation processing without stifling the desired advances in this field com-
pletely.

As the methods of retrieving information via interactive terminals ad-

vance, the information services will not only offer references to where the
desired data can be found but they will even produce the corresponding
documents on an electronic display or on a more permanent medium. Doubt-
less to say that this will produce problems with copyrights and publishers.
The libraries will also be affected by such a development. In our small
country with decentralized and considerably autonomous libraries the in-
creasing use of on line searching for scientific and technical information has

brought out some of the inadequacies of our present library system. Espe-
daily in the medical field where the Swiss Academy of Medical Sciences with
the support of the federal government and of the industry has pioneered a

documentation service for medical researchers and hospitals more than ten
years ago, it was recognized that a much higher degree of coordination bet-
ween the existing medical libraries was necessary. Only by a deliberate dis-
tribution of the tasks for acquiring the more specialized books and perio-
dicals even from the more remote countries it became possible to satisfy most
requests for such publications. At present a special commission set up by the
federal government with the mandate to elaborate a proposal for a nation-
wide coordinated information and documentation policy, is studying the pos-
sibilities to apply this successful experience to other fields of scientific infor-
mation.

The fact that at this meeting papers are already devoted to the problems
of /zz!7 /ex/ />erzW/c«A ozz/z'zze and to a ;>/zzzz /or e/ec/rozzic ^zzZdzh/zzzzz? zzzzrf

z/oczzzwezz/ de/zWry shows that the libraries may lose in the not too distant
future a considerable number of customers if they do not soon manage to
get fully integrated into the modern information services under develop-
ment at present. This would reduce their activities to the collection and
maintenance of books of bibliophile value and other precious documents.
A few dissatisfied customers of libraries perhaps think that librarians see

their foremost task anyhow in protecting books against being read and there-
fore they may not mind such a narrowing of their responsibilities. I am
however convinced that the large majority of librarians would be very un-
happy about such a development. A few Swiss libraries, especially those
connected with the Federal Institutes of Technology, have already made
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some important steps in order to prevent such a narrowing of their tasks by
integrating new information services into their programs.

It is quite clear already that the electronic revolution brought about by
different solid state devices, in particular by integrated circuits and also the
recent advances in communication technology such as the introduction of
glass fibers for the transmission of messages, will on the long run profoundly
change our ways of processing and using information. At present paper re-
presents probably still the most important material for storing information.
In the not too distant future electronic memory devices will however take
its place. There remains only the question whether the access to these devices
is realized by terminals containing typewriters or speech recorders which
will store language either in phonetic or in the usual written form. Thus our
grand-children may not even be forced to learn typewriting in order to be

able to take full advantage of this new information technology.
At present most uf us still have the feeling that paper is a very convenient

medium for working out and recording our ideas. But it may be just a mat-
ter of getting U9ed to the electronic information processors beginning in
childhood ; some people already use personal tape recorders and text procès-
sors instead of the old notebook and the handwritten letters. Emotionally
most of us find the idea revolting that young ladies will no longer record
their deepest sentiments on rose-coloured paper. On the other hand environ-
mentalists should be enthusiastic about the prospect that most of our forests
will no longer be sacrificed in order to obtain the tremendous quantities of
paper which we need now. As always the reality will be somewhere in the
middle : there will be fewer handwritten letters, books will be bought mainly
because of their aesthetic value but the routine information will be entirely
handled with the aid of the new information technology.

You as specialists in the field of information processing will be among the
pathfinders to this new age. I hope that you do not only see the professional
challenge in your activities but also the responsibilities to preserve the human
values in an automated world full of electronics.

Thus I conclude my remarks with the wish that you will take home from
this conference not only many useful professional inspirations and experien-
ces but also a human enrichment and pleasant memories of our country.
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